
THIRD EYE

The Third Eye parking sensor kit consists of ultrasonic sensors, a 
control box, and a LED display. The system detects the distance
between the vehicle and a front and/or rear obstruction by the 
ultrasonic sensors mounted in the bumper. The distance of the 
obstruction will be displayed in feet on the LED display and an 
audible sound will be heard. The front and rear audible sounds 
are different so the driver can tell if the obstruction is in the front
or the rear of the vehicle.

TE-8PSK - Parking sensor kit with 8 sensors (4 front/4 rear)
  TE-4PSK - Parking sensor kit with 4 sensors (4 rear only) 
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Red wire:12 volt accessory (+)
Blue wire:Reverse light
Gray wire:Brake light
Black wire:Ground

The rear sensors A,B,C,D should be installed from 
left to right.

The front sensors E,F,G,H should be installed from .

Detection sensitivity adjustable

A: left, B: mid-left, C: mid-right, D: right
(Looking at the bumper)

(Looking at the bumper)right to left.
E: right, F: mid-right, G: mid-left, H: left

Supplied with the TE-8PSK,
optional with the TE-4PSK



Detecting Range
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Front sensors: 0’ - 2.5’
Rear sensor   

Working Conditions：
1,    When car is in reverse, the rear sensors A,B,C,D and the 

front sensors E,H work at the same time. The distance from 
nearest obstruction and the bumper will be shown on the 
display with alarm sound and direction indicator.

2,

1’2.5’ 3.25’

s: 0’ - 5’

Detecting Range:

When the car is in drive, when the brake is applied the front
sensors will start to work. When the brakes are released the front
sensors will continue to work for 5 seconds then shut off.
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If “P” comes up on the display, you should put your vehicle in park and 
check for the obstruction.  

If “P” comes up on the display, you should put your vehicle in park and
check for the obstruction.
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5” - 8” 5” - 8”

19” - 31”
1.5’ - 2.5’

Recommended sensor placement
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Installing the sensors 

Make sure when using the angle adapters
the thicker side is facing down

When installing the sensors, be sure to install them level with the ground and to make
sure that the UP arrow on the back of the sensor is pointing up.



Display

5.25’
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1. The sensitivity of the sensors can be increased or decreased 
    by the adjustment pot on the side of the brain.

Turn clockwise to turn down the sensitivity

Turn counter-clockwise to turn up the sensitivity

2. The parking sensor kit is not designed to be used in vehicles 
     with metal bumpers. 

3. Remember the parking sensor kit is just a parking aid. Please 
    use your mirrors and look around to avoid hitting any objects.

4. The parking sensors are paintable. There are small rings included
    that fit in the groove on the front of the sensor. When painting, be
    sure to use these rings so paint does not get into the groove
    otherwise the sensors will not work properly. 

INSTALL BAY ACCESSORIES BACK-UP CAMERAS & SENSORS

http://www.carid.com/install-bay/
http://www.carid.com/back-up-cameras-sensors.html

